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POPULATION TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS 

Executive Summary 

This technical reference document records the growth of the State's 
population from colonial times to 1985. In addition, the demographic 
characteristics, the level and distribution of income and the location of 
growth are examined in detail for the period 1940 to 1985. Finally, this 
document examines existing state-wide and sub-state population forecasts 
and the characteristics of the future population projected by the 
Department of Labor's (NJDOL) Economic and Demographic model. 

Population 

New Jersey* s population growth can be organized into three phases. The 
first phase consisted of agricultural development; first by Native 
Americans and then by European colonists. By the end of this period in 
1830, the population of the State had increased to 373,306 persons, of which 
an estimated 83% lived on farms or in farming villages or towns. The next 
growth phase lasted from 1830 to 1910, and was characterized by 
urbanization, rapid population growth fed by European immigration, and the 
industrialization of the State. By 1910, the State's population had grown 
to 2,537,167 persons, of which 44% lived in the State's cities. The last 
phase began in 1910 and continues today. This phase is characterized by the 
gM^rfriantzfltlcn of the State. 

Since 1940, the State's population grew from 4,160,165 persons to an 
estimated 1985 population of 7,562,300 residents, an increase of 3,402,135 
persons or 82%. The 1,231,453 increase between 1950 and 1960 and the 
1,101,382 increase between 1960 and 1970 were the largest two decennial 
population gains in the history of the State. This 20 year period accounts 
for almost 70% of all the growth since 1940. Host of this growth was the 
result of persons moving into the New Jersey from other states. 

The State's population has grown very little since 1970. The total 
population reported in the 1980 Census was 7,365,011; an increase of only 
196,659 persons since 1970. The estimated population change from 1980 to 
1985 is an increase of 197,289 persons. Growth since 1970 has been one of 
the lowest in the State's history, both in absolute numbers and also in 
terms of the rate of growth. In-migration virtually ceased in the 1970 's 
and now is estimated to be more modest than during the earlier Post-War 
period. In addition, the fertility rate in the nation has dprlinRfl, with 
an even larger decrease in birth recorded for Mew Jersey women. 

The State's median age is increasing. The combination of low 
fertility rates, the aging of the Baby Boomers, and the lengthened life 
expectancy for the elderly all are contributing to this phenomenon. 

The uncial organization of the population has changed. Since 1970, 
non-traditional family groupings, such as single parent and single adult 
households, have increased. In 1970, married couples represented 70.5% of 
all New Jersey households. By 1985, married couples represented only 58% 



of the State's households, and only 27.9% of all households consisted of 
couples with children. 

Incomes of New Jerseyans grew from a 1950 per capita median of $1,918 to 
a median of $11,179, by 1981 During the period I94CL to 1970, the State's 
residents earned about 15% more than did the nation's urban population and 
about 25% more than the nation's median income. When corrected for inflation 
over the period 1970 to 1983, the national per capita income declined while 
the State per capita income grew by 3.4%. However, the ^^IrH hitler of income 
changed. While the State tends to have a smaller percent of low income 
persons and a higher representation of persons with high incomes relative to 
the national average, the number of persons on both ends of the income scale 
increased. An increase in the number of elderly contributed to this pattern 
of income distribution, but the most significant factor appears to be the 
rise of non-traditional households. By 1980, a household headed by a female 
(without a spouse) had an income equal to only one-third that of the 
traditional family with both adults working. These low income problems were 
most pronounced among blacks and Hispanics , the same groups exhibiting the 
largest number of female headed households. 

The report also investigates the location of population growth by 
mapping municipal populations from 1940 to 1985. This work shows that the 
growth patterns of today were established in the 50 's and 60's, including: the 
Route 1 Corridor; the Ocean/Monmouth county growth corridor; and the outer 
metropolitan development rings in northern and southern New Jersey. 

Several other trends have been observed. Most of the State's large 
cities have lost population. In addition, all of the cities examined in this 
report had declining resident income levels. 3his finding was true for both 
those large cities which experienced large in-migration of minorities and 
those cities with small minority populations. 

The growth pattern exhibited by mapping changes in municipal 
populations shows that most growth has been located at the edge of the 
areas suburbanized during the prior decade, or in the rural areas of the 
State. In the Northern part of the State, the development edge is rapidly 
approaching Pennsylvania, which could attract future growth as the commuting 
distance to New Jersey-based jobs decreases. Elsewhere, it is possible that 
increased development pressure will occur in the Central part of the State 
and in the Pinelands. Finally, the older suburban parts of the State are 
witnessing the population decline experienced by the State's cities in the 
1950*8. 

This section of the xqjort documents five statewide population 
forecasts, and three sub-state populating forecasts, de statewide 
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forecasts for the year 2010 range iron a low estimate of 8,124,000 persons 
to a high estimate of 9,709,670 residents. In general, these differences 
were due to alternative assumptions concerning the amount of in-migration. 
All of the forecasts predict that the State's rate of growth will be higher 
than that of the 1970 'e. Also, all of the forecasts predict a slowing of 
the State's growth as the year 2010 approaches. 

A detailed analysis of the DOL Economic Demographic. forecast was made 
to provide sane insight into the characteristics of this future population. 
This forecast was selected because it is considered to contain likely and 
reasonable assumptions and **r^n°*> it is widely used by other government 
agencies. 

Several points emerge from this analysis. First, the decline in the 
fertility rate is assumed to continue, and the future school age 
is smaller than the approximately 1.7 mil] 1cm persons reported in the I960 
Census. However, once this decrease is realized by 1995, the school-aged 
population remains constant at about 1.5 million persons through the year 
2010. Die school population appears to have been stabilized by in-
migration. 

Second, the elderly population of the State increases, with 
substantial senior populations in the counties of Ocean, Bergen, Monmouth 
and Middlesex. If this increase in the number of elderly is coupled with a 
continuation of the trend to more non-traditional households, then there 
will be more of an income disparity among the State's residents. 

Third, continued growth in the State's minority population is 
expected. By the year 2000, the minority population will represent 23.4% 
of the total State population, as compared to about 14% in 1980. That same 
year, a majority of the Essex county population is expected to consist of 
minorities. 

Finally, Essex, Hudson, and Passaic counties exhibit out-migration of 
population in the year 2010. 2he amount of growth expected in the Southern 
part of the State is very close to the amount of growth that would result 
Xixiu a natural increase of the existing population. 



CHAPTER I 

Population Growth • Pre-history to 1940 

Erg-History to Indeperrieree 10,500 BC to 1775 

The earliest Native American sites excavated in New Jersey date from 
about 10,500 BC.   Fran 800 AD to 1600 (the Late Woodland Period), 
settlements were concentrated in the non-coastal areas of -South Jersey, 
along the valley of the Delaware River, and to & lesser degree throughout 
the Inner Coastal Plain.   Analysis of languages, recorded In the 1600 's, 
suggests that three linguistic groups lived In the State: the Southern 
Unami, in the Southern half of the State; the Northern Unami, in the 
Central and Western border of the State; and, the Kunsee in the Northern 
part of the State. 

With European contact and settlement, the population of the State 
dramatically changed during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Because both the Indians and Europeans prized the flats bordering major 
rivers as prime agricultural sites and as prized sites for fishing and 
water-borne commerce, conflict was inevitable.   The result was that the 

1 
Europeans displaced the Native residents of the State. 

Because of this change in the State's population, the makeup of the 
State, and its pattern of development was dramatically altered from Native 
American Late Woodland settlements to one of European agricultural 
development interspersed with villages and towns. 

*Ete first European permanent settlement in the State was established 
by the Dutch in 1640. located at Bergen, now Jersey City, this settlement 
started the rapid colonization of the area then known as Old Bergen County, 
an area now encompassing the counties of Bergen, Passaic and Hudson. 

With the beginning of English rule in 1664, and the naming of the 
colony of New Jersey, the population of the State grew, adding English and 
other immigrants to the Dutch population. Through this infusion the State 
became the most culturally diverse of any of the North American colonies. 

Immediately after the establishment of English rule, New Englanders 
began to settle in the present day counties of Essex, Union, Middlesex and 
Monmouth, while English Quakers settled in the Southern part of the State. 
Migrating from settlements in Pennsylvania Swedes and Finns also moved into 
the Southern part of the State. later in the 17th century, the existing 
Dutch population in Northeastern New Jersey was augmented by Dutch fanners 
relocated from Long Island to the area of present day Somerset and Northern 

1. Mew Jersey's Archeological Resources, DEP Office of New Jersey 
Heritage, Trenton, New Jersey pg 185. 
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Monmouth Counties.   At the turn of the 18th century, German and Scots-
Irish Pennsylvanians relocated into the Northern part of the State, 
especially present day Hunterdon county and New Englanders settled Cape 
Hay as well as 

2
 other fishing 
communities. 

By 1775, the typical development form in the State was an agricultural 
landscape.   In many parts of the State, this development pattern was 
typified toy the individual farmstead, with its compact arrangement of 
homestead, barn(s), smokehouse, hay barracks and other buildings,   However, 
towns and villages also were developed in the areas of the State settled by 
Mew Englanders.     Obese New England style compact towns consisted of 
clustered hones, with churches, stores, schools, all of which established a 
central functional element to the place.   Examples were: Elizabethtown, 
Newark and Piscataway.   The English colonial government also established 
administrative centers, such as Burlington, Perth Amboy, Morristown and 
Newton.   Other towns such as Trenton and New Brunswick grew at the 
intersections of roadways and rivers. 

Supporting the agricultural growth were water powered industries, such 
as grist mills, saw mills, and in the Highland area of the State, the 
establishment of charcoal furnace iron communities. 

Early Industrial Nation   1776 - 1830 

3hree events characterize this period.   First, manufacturing began to 
concentrate into the urban areas of the State; a concentration supported by 
the development of improved roadways focused on the State's growing towns. 
Second, growth in the Central part of the State was probably impacted by 
the destruction caused by the Revolutionary War.   Finally, in all of the 
other counties there was slow population increase, due mainly to natural 

Unlike industries of ft>nrT ier periods, the product of factories built 
during this time were not restricted to agricultural processing of food or 
the production of basic materials or construction materials, such as lumber 
tram a saw mill.   This new manufacturing focused on the pmdivrtion of 
finished consumer items, such as cloth, furniture, and household items 
which previously had to be imported or produced at home.   Much of this 
manufacturing was centered in towns, which later developed into cities* 
Newark grew as a manufacturing town.   Peterson was founded in 1792 as a 
planned manufacturing town. 
-- SujssirlJng-tids-iirban^x^ of toll roads. 
During the 18th century, the road system consisted of private lanes or      ~ 
•Driftways', some larger roads, but few major commercial roads.   During 
the 

2. Ibid pg 200. 



first quarter of the 19th century, major new 'turnpikes' were constructed, 
such as the "Straight Line" from Trenton to Mew Brunswick, now called 

Route 1. 

of the State at 184,139 persons. Over the next 40 years this ranter 
increased to 373,306, principally through natural increase* During this 
•tine, the National population increased by approximately 30 percent every 
decade. Growth in the Northeast region started in the 30 percent per 
decade? range and then declined to the mid-twenty percent per itanmrtp range. 
During this period, the State's decennial rate of growth was mostly in the 

Industrialization and the Growth of Cities 1630 - 1910 

Pour major factors combined to dynamically alter the State's and 
character during this period. The steam engine was imported and improved, 
freeing industries from river side locations and increasing mechanical 
output. The State's transportation system was remade to accommodate 
commercial traffic. First, canals were dug, then rail lines were laid and 
trains soon superseded the carrying capacity of the canals. A new fuel 
technology powered the industrial growth and allowed it to concentrate in 
cities. Prior to the development of improved flues and grates, which 
allowed hard coal to be burned, the fuel of choice was wood or charcoal. 
With the State's abundance of forests, trees fueled the glass and iron 
industries of the 18th century and the early 19th century. However, because 
large amounts of these fuels were needed, industries of this period were 
remotely located in areas of great woodlands. Coal, cheaply transported by 
canal boats and rail cars, allowed factories to locate in areas of large 
employee pools and to grow in size. Canals, then railheads, focused on the 
State's cities, allowing urban growth to accelerate. The final factor was 
increased immigration, to provide the workers, 

Before 1830, the Nation's population increased at a rate of between 
32.7 and 36.4 percent per decade. During the same time New Jersey's 
increases were ranging between 14.7 and 16.4 per decade. After this 
industrial blooming, the State's growth rate generally exceeded both the 
national and the regional growth rates. Between 1830 and 1910 the State's 
population grew from 320,823 persons to a 1910 total of 2,537,167 people; an 
increase of 691 jjercent compared to the National growth rate of 617 

Curing this period, the face of the State changed in a dramatic way* 
3he rural, agricultural small towns and villages that were the development 

3. Ibid pg 225. 

By 1790, the official census of the United States put the population



forms of the 18th century were replaced by the developing industrial cities. 
'She urban population increased mm 17 percent of the State population to 
almost 44 percent, during this period. At the same tine, the rural areas of 
the State (including modern day Hunterdon, Sussex and Warren counties 
experienced a decrease in rrpilgtj.ci?- 

By 1865, Jersey City, Newark, Peterson, and Trenton were transformed by 
businesses such as the Roebling works, Rogers locomotive, P. Ballantine 

£ Sons and the Dixon Crucible Company. Growth was particularly notifiable in 
the urbanizing counties of Essex and Hudson Counties after the year 1840. 
After the Civil War, rapid urban growth also occurred in Mercer and Union 
Counties* 

 

Toward the end of this period, the State again experienced a shift in 
industrial technology. Iron was replaced by steel. She chemical industry 
and then the infant electronic industry grew to maturity in New Jersey. 

Sub-trivinization and the Depression 1910*1940 

Due to warfare in Europe and immigration restrict inns, population growth 
in the Nation during the period 1910 to 1930 was less vigorous than that 
experienced during the latter half of the 19th century. New Jersey, however, 
outperformed the U.S. and the Northeast in each of the decennial periods. New 
Jersey growth was between 23 and 33 percent during this period, while 
National growth ranged between 7 and 16 percent, and regional growth was 
between 4.5 and 16 percent. 

4. Ibid, pg 224. 



Source: New Jersey Population Trends 1790.1980 New 
Jersey Department of Labor Division of 
Planning and Research, June 1984 

In terms of the development form of the State, this period was 
marked by the emergence of the suburb.   Early suburbs were located along 
commuter rail or trolley service.     With the development of the 
affordable automobile, and related improvements to the State's road 
system, development of the early auto-dependent suburbs took hold with 
such developments as Radburn.   In particular suburban growth of this period 
was most i&table in the Northeastern part of the State. 

Table 1-2 



However, the State's and the Nation's population growth slowed 
abruptly with the onset of the Great Depression in 1929. During the 
depression the national population growth rate dropped from a decennial 
rate of 16.2% to 7.3%, while the State's growth rate grew by only 2.9%; 
its lowest rate up to that 

After the depression and the end of World War II, the economic 
vitality of the State returned, The demographic changes that occurred 
during this tine are described in the next 



CHAPTERH 

Population Changes 1940 to 1970 

Population Growth 

During the years following the depression and iqp to 1970, the State's 
population grew by 3,007,165 persons; an increase of over. 72% compared to 
the 1940 base population.   Table 2-1 presents the growth for each decade, 
as well as the percentage increase in each decade. 

The State's biggest population gain was recorded during the decade 
1950 to 1960.   Not only was the population increase the largest in the 
State's history, but the rate of growth was also substantial.   throughout 
much of the State's history, a growth rate of better than 20% was the norm. 
In the 1950's, growth was caused by the in-migration of Americans moving 
into New Jersey from other states, rather than by immigration from abroad. 

Characteristics of the Changed 

Age Cohorts 

Several observations can be made by comparing the age cohort popula-
tions reported for each of the Censes (See Table 2-2). In general, it can 
be seen that the number of persons 75 years or older appears to be 
increasing.   In the 1950 population, this group of seniors represented 
2.47% of the total population.    In 1960 this population grew to represent 
2.88% of the total and by 1970 the total percent was almost 3%. 
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Between 1950 and 1960, the number of children under 10 years of age grew 

by almost 50%, from a 1950 total of 830,732, to a total of 1,224,409 children 
in 1960. These children increased their respective share of the State's 
total population from 17.2% in 1950 to 20.2% in 1960. This growth in the 
number and in the percentage of this population is referred to as the "Baby 
Boon", a post-war fertility explosion generally defined as beginning in the 
mid-1940's and ending in the mid-1960's. During the 1960's the tendency to 
bear children seems to have decreased. Fear example by 1969, the reporting 
year of the 1970 Census, while the number of children aged less than 10 years 
old increased to 1,281,544, the percentage of the total population 
represented by these children decreased to 17.9%. This decrease occurred, 
despite the fact that the population of the State increased by over 1 
million persons. This decline in the number of children marked the end of 
the "Baby Boon" and began an era referred to as the "Baby Bust". 

Other population shifts can be observed by taking an age cohort and 
subtracting from this number the total population of the cohort 10 years 
younger represented in the previous Census (See Table 2*3). For example, by 
subtracting the age cohort 10 to 14 in 1970 Census from the age cohort less 



than 5 in the 1960 Census, one can determine if the number of persons in 
this age group increased, stayed the sane or dprlinprf. In a static 
society, a slight decline in the younger age groups and a larger decline in 

the older matters of the population, due to deaths, would be normal. 

All of the age groups between 10 and 49 showed zeal increases during 
all of the dpnndRB (See Table 2-4). 3he decline in the age cohort 20 to 24 
during the 1960 's has been attributed to persons attending out-of-State 
colleges, and to persons in the military (State of New Jersey, Census 
"Rends, 1970-1980, p.8). Host prominent of the age group increases were 
those registered in the age group 10 to 14 and in the groupings 25 to 39. 
These increases suggest that many of the in-migrators to New Jersey were 
families with children. 

Marital Status 

The most striking feature in Table 2-4 is the change in the marriage 
textiency between that reported in the 1940 Census and that recorded in the 
other reports. In 1939, the recorded year for the 1940 Census, over 30% of 
the total population was single. By the end of the 1940's and thereafter 
for the next 20 years, the percent of single persons never rises above 25% 
(for both men and wonen ccnfcined) * This increase in the percentage of 
married persons might also account for the baby boom beginning to be 
reported in the 1950 Census. 

10 



During the period 1950 through the 1960'6, the rate of marriage renal 
red relatively constant. She noticeable change occurs in the 1970 Census, 
when the percentage of married women declined compared to that reported in 
the 1960 and 1950 Census. 

Households 

2be Census defines households as "all the persons who occupy a house, 
an apartment or other group of rooms, or a room, that constitutes a 
dwelling unit". Analysis of households and householders is important to 
determine the social giuupb people prefer, and to determine the shelter 
requirements of the population. 

 

 



The number of persons living in New Jersey households also declined 
during the period shown in Table 2-5. Ob a large degree, this decrease in the 
number of persons living in households seems to be due to the 
increasing number of unmarried persons. For example, although the percent 
of single men changed little from I960 (24.4%) to 1970 (28.1%)r the actual 
increase between these years iepita*ualB a numerical increase of almost 
200,000 more single men in 1970. Single females also increased both in terns 
of their numbers and in terns of the percentage of the total female 
population that was reported as single. (The Census reported incidence of 
divorce, widowhood and separated persons suggests little difference for the 
reported years). 

When increasing numbers of single persons head households, more houses 
are needed to shelter the sane number of people. For example, if population 
"A" had 10 persons in I960, and from this group six were married, and of the 
remaining single persons half lived at hone; then the number of heads of 
households would be 5 (3 married heads of households and 2 single person 
heads of households). If on the other hand, the same population had six 
married persons (three married pairs) and all of the single persons headed 
households, then a total of 7 dwelling units would be required for the same 
10 person population. 

In table 2-6 the ratio of persons heading households IB represented as a 
percent of the total persons in the age cohort. If the percent of heads of 
households increases, it suggests that more single persons in the population 
are heading households. Unfortunately, only household data for 1960 and 1970 
are displayed, since comparable data for 1950 or 1940 were not available. 

data in Table 2-5 suggest that the household forming habits of New 
Jerseyans during the 1950's and the 1960's changed very little. Table 2-6 
however, demonstrates every age grouping was more likely to have their own 
calling unit in 1970 than in 1960. This finding is particularly true for 
seniors; their householder ratio increased from 51% to 57% in this period. 

12 



Race 

In 1940 there were 226,973 black persons living in the State.   This 
population represented 5.5% of the State's total population.     By 1970, the 
State's black population had increased its share of total population to 

00.7%. (See Table 2-7) 

Between 1940 and 1950 the black population increased by 91,592 persons 
for a decennial rate of increase of 40.4%. In the decade 1950 to I960, the 
population increased by 196,310 or 61.6%, and in the 1960's the rate of 
increase was 49.6%, for a ten year increase of 255,417 persons. 

Income 

Two analyses of the relative income of New Jerseyans have been 
performed using the data provided in the Census of Population's table 
titled "Income in (year) of Persons by Race and Sex". The first analysis 
examines the median income of State, national and national urban persons 
for the years 1950, 1960 and 1970. The second analysis examines the 
distribution of income in the State, National and National Urban 

1. It is difficult to compare 1970 data with 1980 data for certain race 
groups, For example, a large number of Spanish origin persons reported 
their race as "white" in the 1970 census; and a much larger percentage 
declared themselves a "other" in 1980. (State of New Jersey Census 
Erereis, 1970-1980, p. 17-37) 

13 



Median incomes of New Jersey residents were higher than were the 
National or the National Urban median incomes in 1950, 1960 and 1970. In 

2. Table 2-8 displays the median income of ell persons with income, aged 
14 or older, as reported in the 1950, 1960 and 1970 Census. In all 
cases, the incomes are reported in nominal dollars, which means that 
incomes between the Census cannot be compared; but all reported incomes 
for the sane year are comparable. In nfrtitinn to displaying the actual 
median incomes for each Census year, the State median is compared to 
both the National median and the National Urban median incomes. 
Suitable data for 1940, which would allow 1940 incomes to be included 
in this analysis, was not available. 

3. The second analysis of income examines the distribution of earnings in 
the State's population. Two benchmarks are used in this analysis 
persons earning less than the displayed median income; and, persons 
earning more than twice the displayed median income. It should be 
noted that the data reported in the census does not allow for an exact 
analysis of those persons earning less that median or of those persons 
earning more than twice the median income, since the reported income 
categories, which consisted of income range groupings, did not 
report the specific numbers needed for this comparison. Therefore, for 
the 1950 Census, all persons with incomes less than $2,000 were assumed 
to be earning less than the median, and those with incomes of $4,000 or 
sore were assumed to be earning more than two times the median* She 
benchmarks used in the 1960 Census were $3,000 for the median and 
$6,000 for two times the median, while in 1970 those earning less than 
$4,000 were categorized as earning less than the median and those 
earning $7,000 or more were identified as making two or more times the 
median income. 

14 



general, New Jersey's income advantage has been preserved daring the 30 
years in Table 2-9.   New Jersey's median income more closely approximates 
the national urban median income; but this night be ejected in that such of 
New Jersey is categorized as "urban" by the Census. 

"Cable 2-9 
PERCENT OF PERSONS ERFNEG I£SS 05RN 1HE NATIONAL MEDIAN INOCHE AND 
PERCENT EARNING MORE CAN TWICE BE NftUCNftL MEDIAN XNOCHB 

 

Chart 2-1 shows the distribution of incomes in the State, national and 
national urban populations of income earners aged 14 or older. The 
analysis consists of three bar charts which illustrate the percentage of 
income earners in each of the income groupings reported in the Census. 

In 1950 most of the population earned an income at/or near the median 
figure and the percent of persons earning higher lucernes decreased rapidly. 
In I960, although there was also a great deal of mid-range income 
distribution, there was more income diversity and more persons at the 
higher end of the income spectrum. By 1970, there was a greater disparity 
in income distribution (i.e., high percentages of persons at the lower end 
and at the higher end of the scale). Also, over time, more persons in the 
State and Nation earned higher incomes. It also is evident that the 
State's income distribution curves tend to pattern the National 
distribution of incomes. 

New Jersey exhibits slightly fewer persons in the lowest income 
categories and a higher percent of persons in the higher income categories, 
than is displayed fey either the Nation or by the urban areas of the Nation. 
This observation also was supported by the analysis of the percent of 
persons with respect to the median income. 
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Table 2-10 includes data, from the tB Censes of 1950, 1960 and 1970, 
displaying the years of friiwrffnn completed for the population aged 25 or 
older*   Two sets of data have teen displayed for each of the Census years. 
First, the number of adults in the State aged 25 and older, and then the 
number for each education category and the percent of the 'total adults that 
number represents.   3he second set of data displays the comparable data 
for the Nation as a whole. 17 



completed more schooling with the passage of each decade. The educational 
achievements of the New Jersey population replicated the National 
achievement levels. She clearest index of this is the fact that the State 
and National median years of ^yfti^n are virtually identical for each of 
the years reported. Only with respect to the percent of college graduates 
does the State out-perform the Nation. However, while the State seems to 
have a larger percent of the population completing college- than the Nation 
as a whole, the difference is slight. 

location of pppVUti^n Growth 

Growth 1940 to 1950 

During the iterate from 1940 to 1950, the population of the State 
increased by 675,164 persons. (See Exhibit 2-1 titled "Change in Total 
Population, 1940 - 1950, New Jersey Municipalities".) 

At the municipal level, the population increased in all but 2. Those 
municipalities which did not increase in population were located in Hudson 
County, the only county which did not grow in population during the decade. 

While most places in the State increased their population, much of the 
State's growth was concentrated in the urban counties of Bergen, Essex, 
Union, and Monmouth. These four counties grew by 331,975 persons during 
the decade; accounting for 49% of the total growth in the state. This 
growth pattern represents a continuation of the suburbanizing pattern 
established in the 1920's and 1930 's (See Exhibit 2-2). By highlighting the 
annual growth rates of 2.5% to 4.99% and 5% or more, the State's growth can 
be seen to be organizing itself into a suburban circumferential belt 
surrounding the older urban areas of Northern New Jersey. Very little 
growth had occurred in the New Jersey mmlriifflltifts surrounding Camden and 
Philadelphia. 

Finally, examination of those municipalities which grew in total 
population by more than 5,000 persons in the decade, show that some of 
today's more troubled cities were still increasing their populations in 
absolute terms. For example, Newark grew by 9,016 persons as did Camden 
(7,019), New Brunswick (5,631) and East Orange (10,395). However, when the 
amount of growth in these places is compared to the natural population 
increases that might be expected due to their population bases, then this 
growth seems less significant. The real decline of the manufacturing cities 
is becoming evident, not through absolute population losses, bit through 
more modest increases. With the advantage of hindsight, the more 
significant growth recorded in the growing suburbs of Hamilton, Ccantbrd 
Township, Swing Township, Woodbridge Township and New Hanover township can be 
recognized as the beginning of mass developed suburbia. 
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Exhibit 2-1 

CHANGE IN TOTAL POPULATION. 1940-1950 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 2-2 

ANNUAL AVGE. PCT. CHANGE IN POPULATION, 1940-50 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES   - 
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Exhibit 2-3 

CHANGE IN TOTAL POPULATION, 1950-1960 
HEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 2-4 

ANNUAL AVGE. PCT. CHANGE IN POPULATION, 1950-60 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Growth 1950 to 1960 

Of the 1,231,453 persons who increased the State's population by over 
25% during the **f***f seventy three percent located in the seven counties of 
Middlesex (168,984 increase); Monmouth (109,074 increase); Morris (97,249 
increase); Union (106,117 increase); Bergen (241,116 increase); Camden 
(91,292 increase); and, Burlington (88,589 population increase)* This growth 
concentration is displayed at & municipal scale in Exhibits 2*3 

 
and 2*4* 

The enormous increase in the State's population during this decade 
predominantly occurred in three concentrated development belts. Die first 
extended around the previously suburbanized sections of Northern New Jersey. 
Beyond this belt of intense development occurred a second outer belt of less 
concentrated, but significant population growth, which reached almost into 
Pennsylvania. Another feature of this Northern New Jersey development belt 
is the linear development of Middlesex and Mercer Counties following Route 1. 
The second belt of development created the 
area surrounding Philadelphia. The third development belt extended through 
Monmouth and into Ocean counties, following the alignments of Route 9 and the 
Garden State Parkway. 

Between 1950 and 1960, all but three of the state's municipalities •with 
populations of 50,000 or more persons recorded an absolute loss of population. 
(Those places that continued to grow were Irvington, Clifton, and Paterson) . 
The largest numerical losses were reported in the older industrial cities in 
the Northern part of the state. Newark lost 33,556 persons; Jersey City lost 
22,916 persons; and Trenton lost 13,842 persons. 

In the Northern part of the State, wedges of population increases can 
be seen to extend westward from the existing suburbs outward towards 
Pennsylvania. The pattern of population growth that is evident is one that 
reinforces the growth that occurred in the period 1940 to 1950. In the 
Southern part of the State, the marked population growth in Camden county 
and in nearby parts of Burlington county delineate the edges of the rapidly 
growing Philadelphia area suburbs. (See Exhibit 2-4) 

As the older cities began to decline in population, suburbs developed 
In the 20's and 30's are also declining in population. It is likely that 
these municipalities became empty nest communities, the suburban children 
raised in these neighborhoods having grown and left for hones of their own. 

Growth 1960 to 1970 

As in the previous decade, the majority of growth was concentrated in 
a few counties. Six counties accounted for 71% of the growth, as follows: 
Bergen (116,893 new persons); Burlington (98,633 new persons); Middlesex 
(149,957 new persons); Monmouth (127,448 new persons); Harris (321,834 new 
persons); and, Ocean (100,229 new persons). Of these six counties, four 
had been big population gainers In the previous decade (Bergen, Middlesex, 
Monmouth and Morris). 
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Exhibit 2-5 

CHANGE IN TOTAL POPULATION, 1960-1970 

NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 2-6 

ANNUAL AVGE. PCT. CHANGE IN POPULATION, 1960-70 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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ExhiMt 2-5 highlights those municipalities which increased their 
populations by either 5,000 to 9,999 persons or by 10,000 or more persons 
curing the decade.   Several patterns of growth can be identified.   First, the 
Northern New Jersey development belt moved further westward.   This pattern 
then is a continuation of the sequential expansion in the 1940's. 3he Route 1 
development corridor, first Identified in the previous decade, continued to 
attract significant growth.   The Monmouth and Ocean cuuuly growth is 
continued, but penetrated deeper into Ocean County.   Finally, 
growth around Cantien continues. (See Exhibit 2-6)   Population continued to 
decline in the State's older industrial cities as well as in the suburbs 
which were developed in the 1940's. 
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CHAPTER HI 

Characteristics of Today's Population 

Population Growth 1970 to 1985 

She rnpVt nH.cn of the State, as recorded in the 1980 Census, was 
7,365,011 persons. This represents an increase of 196,847 persons compared 
to the 1970 census population of 7,168,164. This numeric increase is the 
lowest since the Depression decade of the 1930 's, and represents a growth 
rate of 2*7% for the decade, the lowest decennial rate of increase since the 
census was first reported in 1790. 

The State's population growth rate also was lower than the comparable 
national growth rate of 11.4%, but it was more vigorous than the growth 
rate recorded for the Middle Atlantic Division of the United States. While 
New Jersey's rate of population increase was 2.7%, the Middle Atlantic 
Region (New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania) lost 1.1% of its population, 

She Middle Atlantic Region once had the largest industrial 
concentrations in the world, but the region's rate of growth has been below 
the national average since 1900. Researchers argue that there is a 
correlation between employment decline in the region and the sluggish rate 
of population growth. In essence, these experts argue that people tend to 
move into areas of employment opportunity, and avoid places with few job 
prospects. During the post War era (1940 to 1970), New Jersey's growth in 
manufacturing surpassed the national average through 1950, and continued to 
rise until 1970. During this time, the State's population grew vigorously. 
However, in the decade of the 1970 's, the economy of the State changed. 

Sanuel Ehrenhalt, Regional Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, describes the 1970s as a "decade of transition". Manufacturing 
traditionally played a strong role in New Jersey's economy. However, during 
this decade, manufacturing employment oVylinpri below its 1950 level. 
Manufacturing accounted for one-third of all jobs in 1970. This decreased 
to one-quarter in 1980. ttie factors which contributed to this decline 
included higher energy costs, higher tax burdens and higher land prices 
with extensive land-use regulations. 

Although the population growth rate is estimated to have increased 
during the 1980's, it is estimated that the State has not rebounded to 
previous growth rates. Since 1979 (the year that the 1980 Census was 
conducted), there has not been a full scale census of the State's 
population. The Department of labor. Office of Trffrnr Market and 
Demjgia£jhic Research has published population estimates, based on analysis 
of vital statistics, school enrollment nunfcers, federal tax returns, 
immigration data from the IE Iimdgration and Naturalization Service and 
changes in the number of housing units. Shis process produced an estimated 
total State population of 7,562,300 persons in 1985. Shis estimated 1980 to 
1985 increase of 197,289 persons results in a growth rate of approximately 
5% for the decade. If the State achieves this growth it will represent a 
decennial rate of growth comparable to the forecasted national growth rate 
of 5.4%* 
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Characteristics of the Population 

Age Cohorts 

She nation as a whole is experiencing an increase in the median age of its 
population. In 1970 the median age was 28.1 years, while in 1980 this median 
had increased to 30.1 years of age. - 

New Jersey's population is older than the national average. She median age 
in New Jersey was 32.2 years in 1980, second only to Florida. This was an 
increase from the median age of 30.1 years of age in 1970. In 1970 almost 18% 
of the State's population was younger than 10 years of age. Today, this group of 
children represents only 13.2% of the State population. This decline suggests 
that the fertility rate had substantially reduced during the decade. At the 
other end of the population scale, the percentage of those aged 75 years or 
older increased from their 1970 share of 3% to almost 4.5% of the total 1980 
population. (see Table 3-1) 
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Only 3 age groupings increased in size during the 1970s. 

1. those <5 in 1970 and 10-14 in 1980 
2. those 20-24 in 1970 and 30-34 in 1980 
3. those 25-29 in 1970 and 35-39 in 1980 

Positive change in cohort size indicates a net in migration of persons 
in these age groupings. 3be early 20's and mid-30'6 are perhaps the most 
mobile in the life cycle; migration for these ages primarily is motivated 
by employment.  2he positive net migration of those under 5 years of age 
corresponds to the positive net migration of the 20-29 year old groupj the 
former group were probably children of the latter. 

Negative change is the sum of death and out-migration. Age groupings 
•which decreased during the 1970s were: 

1. the 10-14 year old in 1970 and 20-24 year old in 1980 
2. the 15-19 year old in 1970 and 25-29 year old in 1980 
3. the 40 and over cohorts 

Prior to this decade, the history of population growth in Mew Jersey 
reflected vigorous in-migration of persons to new homes in the State. It 
is evident from the above comparison of the change in the number of persons 
in a 1970 cohort, compared to the same number of persons in the comparable 
aged 1980 cohort, that in-migration has been severely dampened. Perhaps 
more interesting is the observation that out-migration likely has occuried. 
3he mortality rates for the two cohorts, 20 to 24 and the cohort 25 to 29, 
are low, yet the number of persons "lost" during the decade was 
substantial. Therefore, it is likely that outmigration is pLe&uued to be 
•the cause of net change. Reasons for migration for these cohorts include 
college education , employment opportunities and military service. It also 
is possible that some of these persons had to move out of the State due to 
a decline in job opportunity or the State's high cost of housing. 

Not only was the growth rate low, but the absolute increase (193,711) 
represented less growth than would have resulted from natural increases 
(births - deaths) of the 1970 population base. New Jersey's 1980 population 
is the result of a new outmigration of residents during the period 1970-
1980. 

The 1985 estimated population represents an end of the State's 
TT"i1«tlr»» losses. In the 1980s, in-migration exceeds outmigration. This is 
unique within the Middle Atlantic Region, and nay be attributed to the 
strong economic base of the State. 

Households and Marital Status 

As the baby-boon generation matured, they altered the household 
profile throughout the Nation. One Census Bureau delineates two basic 
households: families and nonfamUies. Family households contain two or 
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more related individuals, and are subdivided into three types: married 
couple families, female-householders (spouse absent) and Dele-householders 
(spouse absent) families. She latter two encompass single parent Nonf amily 
households comprise either householders living alone or households composed 
of two-or-oore unrelated individuals. 

1980 Census reports a sharp increase of what were considered 
atypical households (single-parent families and nonf amily households) and 
the slow relative growth of the once typical American family (married with 
children) . She marriage rate has remained stable during this period/ 
hovering in the range of 10 marriages per 1000 population. The divorce rate 
has ^gcalatyi from 2.2 per 1000 rcpilptlc'ft to over 5* Harried couples 
comprised 70.5% of all households in 1970. By 19B5 their share declined to 
58%. In 1980 over 40% of all households were married couples with children 
under 18 years old. The figure declines to 27.9.% by 1985. There are now 
more married couples without children than with children and the absolute 
number with children has declined since 1970. 

This new reality is most evident in fertility patterns. In 1985, 18% 
of women with children in the United States were not married. The figure 
for white females was 12%, and 55% for blacks. For black women 18-24 years-
old, 75% of births were to unmarried mothers. 

changes in household structure have affected all groups in American 
society, but the most radical shifts have occurred in the households of 
blacks and Hispanics. In 1970, only 8.7% of white children lived with one 
parent and by 1985 this figure rose to 18%. HiBpnnln children living with 
one parent were 28.8% this same year, and for Mack children the figure was 
53.9%. Obday's family environment is quite different from previous 
generations. 

Data on Mew Jersey households is less abundant than other population 
data between census periods. National data provides an idftn of fiocial trends 
and New Jersey household data closely match the Nation's. Between 1970 and 
1980 New Jersey added 330,412 households compared to only 193,899 population 
gain. The State's household growth (14.9) was about half the national rate 
(27.4%). Spouse absent and nonfamily households were primary growth sectors 
while married couples declined. Family households comprised 76% of totals in 
1980, compared to 74% nationally. Married-couple families ccrrprised 61% of 
the State and Nation. She State has a slightly higher proportion of non-
married couple families and slightly lower non-family households. In 
general. New Jersey is following national trends in. household 
characteristics* 

Race 

During the 1970 's, the black population of the State grew to a total of 
925,066 persons* The numeric growth of 154,774 «*1lrf"nfl persons since the 
1970 Census represents a decennial increase of 20%. Compared to the 
increases in the black population since 1940, the population increase during 
the 1970 's is the smallest numerical growth since the decade of the 1940's, 
and represents the lowest rate of increase recorded during the post-
Depression period. 
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In nrtrtitim to the State's black population, those residents of nln origin 
represented the second and only other sizable minority population, in the State. 
In 1979, 494,096 persons of Spanish origin lived in the State. In all, 6.7% of 
the population reported that they associated thanselves with this ancestry* 

population of the State is continuing to become more diversified. In 
the 1980 Census, 19% of the population was eitter black or Hispanic. If other 
reported minority groups also are included (Chinese, Japanese, and American 
Indian), then the total minority population increases to 1,440,887 persons, or 
almost 20 percent of the total State population. 

Income 

New Jersey's per capita income is one of the highest in the nation. 3he 
State ranked fourth in the Nation in 1980, and is estimated to have advanced to 
second by 1983. Per capita income for the State was $8,127 in 1980 and is 
reported to have increased to $11,179 in 1983, compared to the national per 
capita of $7,298 in 1979 and an estimated per capita of $9,496 in 1983. 

 
However, the real income of Mew Jerseyans increased by only $128*56, or 

only 3.4% compared to the constant dollar per capita 1979 income, (see Table 
3-2) However, compared to the Nation, the State's population did veil, as 
real inccme for persons in the Nation declined between 1979 and 1983. 
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Another analysis of income is displayed in chart 3*1, which graphs the 
distribution of incomes in the State and the Nation for 1950, 1960 and 
1970. 

Chart 3-1 

 

New Jersey's distribution of income for all persons aged 15 and older to 
pattern the shape of the national income distribution, the main 
differences are that New Jersey appears to have a somewhat smaller percent 
of persons in the lower income categories, and somewhat larger percentages 
of persons in the higher income (annual incomes of $15 thousand or more) rfl 
tipflor ies. 

Dramatic changes in labor patterns have occurred which affected 
household income structures. Ihere has been a rapid increase in the number 
and percentage of wives in the labor force. Growing at the same rate as the 
most financially secure households (married couples with wives working), 
are female householders (spouse absent) families. Their income is 
approximately one-third that of dual income households. Two distinct family 
environments are emerging: two working parent families with adequate 
resources and single-parent families with much smaller resources. Both 
groups are growing: things are getting better for some households and worse 
for others. 

This pattern is true for all groups today, yet there are greater 
differences among racial/ethnic groups. Almost 84% of white families are 
comprised of married couples; while only 71.7% of Hispanic and 51.2% of 
blank families are married couples. Households headed by females comprise 
12.8% of white families, 23% of Hispanic families and 43.7% of black 
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families.   Minorities axe undezxepresented among high-income families and 
cverrepresented among low-inoone 

Black and Hispanic incomes axe most ccmpetitive with whites at the high 
income configurations.   Black married couples with dual incomes have a 
median income equal to 81.6% of the income reported by their white 
counterparts.   Black female heads of households have a median income equal to 
57% of the white ferrale householders insane.   Kine percent of white families 
were in poverty, compared to 25.2% of Hispanics and 30.9% of blacks. 

nation is becoming better educated; the median ranter of school 
years completed is rising, and the per cent of population completing high 
sctool and colleges is increasing.    In I960, the median school years 
corpleted by adults aged 25 or older was 10.6.   By 1980 this figure 
increased to 12.5 years for both the nation and the state.   Table 3-3 
displays the number of adults, aged 25 or older, who completed high school, as 
their highest sdncatlonfll achievement, and the number of persons who 
conpleted at least 4 years of college.   Beth the state and the national 
ranker are presented in the table. 

 

New Jerseyans appear to be about as well educated as people in the zest 
of the Nation.   One only area where New Jersey appears to be better 
represented is the percent of persons who axe college graduates.   However, 
even in this regard, there is only a sligjht difference between the New Jersey 
and the national percentages. 
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However, there were huge racial/ethnic variations within the State/ 
with regard to **iv**+*rm»'\ achievement. Slightly more than 60% of whites 
were high school graduates, compared to 52.8% of the black population and 
42.8% of Hispanics. Kith regard to college education, the racial 
differences are even more pronounced. Over 16% of whites completed 4 years 
of colleges, compared with 6.7% of blacks and 6.4% of Hispanics. 

Pmriation Growth Within New Jersey 

Population growth in New Jersey has not been evenly distributed. Fran 
1970 to 1980, 5 counties had population losses, 8 had population gains 
between 0-10%, 4 had gains between 10-25% and 4 had gains in excess of 25%. 
All of the counties experiencing population decline were in the 
Northeastern part of tie State, adjacent to New York City. Specifically, 
the following counties lost population during the decade: Essex (-82,000), 
Bergen (-52,000), Hudson (-51,000), Union (-39,000) and Passiac (-13,000). 
Historically, these counties were among the most populated and densely 

Growth occurred in counties outside of the historic core (see Exhibits 
3-1 and 3-2). Growth in Hunterdon (17,000 or 25%), Harris (24,000 or 6%) , 
Sussex (38,000 or 49%) and Warren (10,000 or 14%) might have been fostered 
by the ring highway, Interstate 287, and the completion of Route 78. 
Monmouth (41,000) and Ocean (137,000) grew as the undeveloped edge of the 
urban New York City metropolitan area. Growth in Burlington (39,000) and 
Gloucester (27,000) counties may have been influenced by their proximity to 
the Philadelphia metropolitan area. 

Exhibits 3-1 and 3-2 also display a continuation of the growth pattern 
in the Northwestern part of the State, and the vigorous growth in Southern 
Mew Jersey. 

sane series of maps (Exhibits 3-3 and 3-4) have been prepared to Illustrate 
the estimated growth since the Census up to 1985. As is evident in these 
maps, the growth in the Northern half of the State appears to have but 
growth in the Southern half of the State remains robust. 

It also is evident that the historic core areas of Northern New 
Jersey, Hudson, Essex and Union counties, have continued population declines 
begun in the 1950 's and 1960 's. (Hudson County, however has been losing 
population since the 1940 's.) An analysis of population change (birth, 
deaths and migration) reveals the extent of the losses. Between 1980 and 
1985, Essex and Hudson county residents had 20% of the births in the State, 
yet these counties had the largest population losses, all due to 
outmigration. Ocean, Monmouth, Middlesex, Atlantic and Cape May counties 
accounted for the largest migration gains. 
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Exhibit 3-1 

CHANGE IN TOTAL POPULATION, 1970-1980 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 3-2 

ANNUAL AVGE. PCT. CHANGE IN POPULATION, 1970-80 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 3-3 

CHANGE IN TOTAL POPULATION, 1980-1985 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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Exhibit 3-4 

ANNUAL AVGE. PCT. CHANGE IN POPULATION, 1980-85 
NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
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CHAPTER IV 

Trends (1940-1980) that Might Affect the Future 

The preceding chapters of this report, examine {ft-*1* xjrflpfrftc and 3ncationa3 
patterns since 1940. During this period New Jersey experienced •very rapid 
growth vp to the early 1970 's, after which the State's growth and the 
characteristics of that growth changed in very dramatic and fundamental ways. 

This chapter identifies the trends evident during the entire post war 
period. Die purpose of this chapter is to briefly discuss these trends 
because many of them have been incorporated into the various population 
forecasts presented in the next section of this report* In addition/ roost of 
the next chapter's forecasts also tend to conform with the national 
population forecast prepared by the Bureau of the Census. (The forecasts 
differ with respect to the timing and to the location of growth during the 
forecast period, but tend to agree about the size of the growth) . It is 
important to remember that historic trends do not necessarily continue into 
the future, and even if social characteristics do continue, they nay be 
subordinate to other patterns yet to emerge. 

The rest of this chapter is organized into two sections, each of which 
consists of several sub-sections. She first sections identifies those 
trends which have been evident since 1940. Ite second section 
those social patterns that appeared after 1970, and which may be transient or 
which may mark the emdigurcfe of new long term demographic shifts. 

long Term Trends 

Urban Decline 

Kane of the cities, whose populations are IJRted in Table 4-1, increased 
their population at a rate equal to the State's growth rate. In fact many of 
these cities dranatically declined in population, while those that did 
experience growth (exhibited by an absolute increase of the 1980 population 
compared to the 1950 population), grew very little. In addition, the 
population losers overshadowed the gainers by such an extent that the total 
population of these cities declined each decade. 
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Table 4-1 CITIES WHH 1950 
PCFULATiaC OF XT XEAST 50,000 PERSCKS 

FCFuuaucNs isso OHRQUSJ 

 

While these cities did not share in the vigorous growth of the State, 
Table 4-2 shows that the populations of most of these cities underwent a 
dramatic change. Specifically, the table displays the black population of 
each of the cities, and the percentage of the total population represented 
by the black population. In addition, the percent of the State's total 
blank population living in these cities also is reported. 

Table 4-2 supports two interesting observations. First, the 
percentage of the total black population that lives in these cities has not 
significantly changed. Hie State's black copulation has been an urban 
populating since the late 1940's. Also, the State's black urban population 
Is concentrated into very few municipalities. Second, the table shows that 
the racial conposition of the cities has significantly changed, and is 
continuing to change. Given that the overall population of these cities has 
dprllnpd, and given that the black populations in these cities has grown 
the city's population decline can be attributed to the abandonment of these 
cities by their former white populations, or by the children of former white 
urban populations. 
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Source; US Census 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1980 
Note: She % displayed on the same axis as 
city represents the percent of the city's 
population that is Black. She % at the 
bottom of the table is the percent of the 
State's Black population living in the sel-
ected cities. 

Table 4-3 examines the income of the residents of these cities. 
Unfortunately, no single index of income was available which existed for 
all of the cities for the entire tine period. For the 1950, 1960 and 1970 
Censes, the income index used in this analysis vas the median income of 
families and unrelated individuals with incomes over the age of 14* 
Comparable income was not avail able in the 1980 Census, therefore the 1980 
comparison is based on the median per capita income. Because of this base 
data difference, the actual reported incomes are not presented in the 
following table. Rather, a percent is represented, which was derived by 
dividing the city's median income by the appropriate State income. 
Therefore, the table displays relative income for all the years. 
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Table 4-2 ________
BLACK POPULATION OF SKI J-i 'HP CITIES 

1950 THROUGH 1980



Table 4-3 shows that in 1950, most urban residents had incomes close 
to the State median income. However, since that time, the median income of 
all but one city (Clifton), has failed to remain at an amount equal to the 
State median arcane. One possible explanation for this income erosion 
could be that the cities filled with poor black residents. While this 
scenario might have some validity, it does not adequately explain all of 
the circumstances described in the above table. For example, the black 
populations of Hfcboken, Bayonne, Passaic, Elizabeth and Union City are •very 
small, yet the median incomes in all of these cities declined 
substantially. 

It appears likely that the income decline in the cities is a result of 
the exodus of the higher income earners from the cities, or a result of the 
failure of higher income individuals, white and Mack, to locate in the 
State's cities as time passed. 

Population Decline in the 

pattern of outwardly moving growth exhibited since 1940 has been 
one of intensive development at the edges of the suburbs and sprawl 
development in exurbia. Shis growth pattern has created pockets of 
homogeneously aged homeowners and homes, somewhat like rings of a tree, 
extending outward from the core areas, the older urban areas. As these 
areas age, the populations in these communities tends to decrease, as the 
children of the suburbanites mature and leave the homes of their parents. 
(see exhibits 3*1 through 3*4) 
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Table 4-3 INQGMES FOR 
SKTrTTRD CITIES, 1950 UffiOUGH 1980



It also appears that the pattern continues, i.e. these areas of 
moderate population decline continue to lose population. This is the 
pattern established by- the urbanized areas. Possible causes of this 
continued decline might be: the houses are aged and were designed to appeal 
to the expectations of another generation and substantial nrMitinnnl 
investment may be necessary to continue the structure's vitality and market 
desirability; or, as the inccce earning potential of the area's residents 
declined as they entered retirement, the area as a whole .declined; or, that 
the newer, more desirable jobs now are located in new facilities in suburban 
locations and the long connote to the new jobs nafce the location. of the 
older suburbs undesirable* 

Aging of the State's Population 

median age of the State's population will increase with tine, 
through the beginning of the next century, as the baby boomers age and the 
life spans of the State's senior citizens continue to lengthen. Chart 4-1 
shows the age cohorts as reported in the 1980 Census. Following World War 
Two and continuing to 1965, the Nation and the State experienced a 
substantial increase in the birth rate. One children born during this 
period, the so-called "Baby Boomers", now are middle-aged. By the end of 
the time horizon of the State Plan (2010), many of these boomers will be of 
retirement age. 3te atnornally large number of people in this age group 
will place nrtrteri demands on health care fftcilltifts and social service 
facilities for senior citizens. 3he loss of these workers also could create 
substantial employment opportunities in the state. 

Chart 4-1 

Population of New Jersey: 1980 by Age and Sex 
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Hollowing the Baby Boomers came a period where the birth rate has 
dprlined. Obday, the birth rates for both minority and non-minority mnen 
in the State is lower than the rate required to maintain the existing 
population. Obday's children have been referred to as the "Baty Busters", 
because of their reduced representation in the state's and the nation's 
population. One lower rate of birth evident today suggests two possible 
trends. First, the state's population increases will be primarily 
dependent on the continued iiwnigration of persons from other states. 3b 
date, it appears that there has been ft correlation between economic growth 
and population growth in New Jersey, (ttiis relationship is a very 
important assumption in several of the population forecasting models to be 
presented in. the next chapter of this report.) However, New Jersey 
employment growth focus has been shifting westward along interstate and 
arterial roadways for the past 40 years. It is conceivable that in the 

future, workers in New Jersey jobs might live in Pennsylvania. Second, the 

reduction in the State's school age population. 

Income Disparity 

Since 1950 the incomes of New Jersey residents have been exhibiting 
increasing disparities, There are large numbers of persons with very low 
incomes and there are large numbers of persons with high incomes. An 
analysis of the income characteristics of the population indicates that 
males tend to earn more money than females. Whites earn more money than 
blacks. Families with two adults earn more income than single parent 
householders. Householders with two income earning adults earn the most 
income. Female heads of households earn the lowest incomes. People over 
the age of 55 tend to earn less income than do adults aged 25 to 54 years. 

It is likely that the income disparity now exhibited by the State's 
population will continue. She State's population is getting older, and 
therefore more members of this population might be earning less. The 
single parent household appears to be continuing as an increasingly common 
condition, with the largest percentage of these households headed by women. 
She median income of the State's urban areas also continues to decline. At 
the other end of the income spectrum, the State still attracts highly paid 
professionals to its Research and Development-based industries and to many 
other service related jobs. 
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Table 4-4 
MEDIAN BCCKE OF NEW JERSEY HXSEHXCERS 

1980 

 

Source: US Census 1980 

Post 1970 Trends 

Dampening of in-migration 

One of the distinguishing features of the State's population change ~i 
1970 and 1980 has been the substantial decline in the number of 

bet 
persons moving into the State.   Ite vigorous growth in the State prior to 
this time, vith the exception of the Depression, had been due to persons 
moving into the State.   If either the low rate of in-migration recorded in 
the 1970's continues, or the modest rate of in-migration estimated to be 
oocuring in the 1980's continues, the State's population will grow very 
slowly, or might even decline. 
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forecasts presented in the following chapter 
describe this slow growth or decline scenario. Many of the 

forecasts have been adjusted to fit the Bireau of Census Forecast, which is 
optimistic about the State's population growth through in-migration. The 
current 16 Census forecast for the State displays a note vigorous rate of 
In-aigration than has been exhibited during the 1970 to 1980 ct=rvidp. It is 
possible that the rising cost of living in the State, especially in the area 
of housing, could have a negative impact on the desirability, or af 
fordabltty, of future residential locations in the State. 

If the trend of the growing non-traditional household (i.e., single 
householder, non-family households) shown in chart 4-2, continues, a greater 
number of shelters will be needed to house the State's future population. 
If the total population continues to grow less rapidly, this probably means 
that the number of housing units, and the amount of new land needed to be 
developed to accommodate this less dense population will remain close to 
today's production levels. If, on the other hand, the traditional family 
life-style resumes it popularity, then fewer housing units will be required 
in the future. 

Chart 4-2 

None of the

Source; US Census I960.1970. »nd 1980
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CHAPTERV  

Estimates of Future Growth 

Introduction 

Jin invariant planning capability is the ability to estimate future 
conditions; in the case of this report, the number of persons who will live 
in the State and their demographic characteristics, 

However, the nature of estimating future conditions has to be 
recognized as being a process of making educated guesses. People preparing 
population forecasts couch their judgements with semantic distinctions such as 
"projection* and "forecast'. A projection is generally understood to be a 
crinfi**-.iny«i statement about the future. For example, if it rains for 50 days 
this year and the rain is collected into reseviors; then the State will have 
adequate water for the year, ttiis is to say that if all of the conditional 
statements in the projections are true, then the estimate of growth will be 
true. A forecast also is based on assumptions, but the assumptions used have 
been determined to represent the "most likely" conditions. For example, 
instead of assuming that it would rain for 50 days (a projection), a 
forecaster might decide to use a more conservative estimate of 31 days, which 
is .the average number of rain days for the State of New Jersey. In this 
report the technical terms forecast and projection are used interchangeable. 

This chapter records all of the current population projections and 
forecasts for the State of New Jersey. The base years for the forecasts are: 
1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010. These years were selected because data generally 
is available for these years, the years coincide with census years (2000 and 
2010) and the mid-point of census years and 2010 is the current horizon year 
of the plan. Not all of the forecasts include estimates for all of the base 
years.  Seme of the population estimates are Statewide; seme only cover part 
of the State. 

Most of these future copulation forecasts and projections consist of 
county estimates. Frequently, these county estimates have been organized into 
larger regions or areas by the forecasting agency. Sometimes the reason for 
this aggregation is purely bureaucratic. However, the main reason for this 
larger organization is that there exists a synergism, both economic and 
social between these counties, which argues that counties be evaluated as a 
single regional entity. 

The rest of this chapter identifies the estimating agencies and 
presents their forecast or projections. The mission of the agency, the 
geographic regions that the agency covers and uses in its estimate, and the 
estimation methodology is reported. 
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Alternative 

"OS Department of Ocmnerce, Bureau of the Census 

She Bureau of the Census is organized under the United States 
Department of Commerce and is responsible for determining the matter of 
people residing in the United States. Bus f^?mii«^-tnn is done once every ten 
years* 

* Regions 

3ne Bureau of the Census divides the State's counties into 
consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas, (MSA) sane of which are teased 
prinary (R4SA) .   MSA's are defined as regional areas of shared economic 
activity based upon a central city or cities.   Sore MSA's are ccnposed of 
counties that axe entirely located within a state, while at other tines, 
MSA's can be part of inter-state county groupings.   Mew Jersey has eight 
MSA's located entirely within its borders; shares the Philadelphia MSA with 
Pennsylvania; and shares the Wilmington MSA with the States of Delaware and 
Maryland. 

Table 5-1 displays the MSA 'a in New Jersey. 
* forecasts 

Census Bureau prepares a national population forecast as well as 
a forecast for the entire State. In preparing the national estimate, the 
Bureau of the Census uses an average of the Corposite Method and the 
Administration Records technique to estinate population. 

Ccmposite Method divides the population into two segments: those 
under age fifteen; and, those aged fifteen through age sixty-four. By using 
school enrollment and vital statistics, migration for the under fifteen 
segment is cnlcnlntpfl . Migration for the fifteen through sixty four year old 
population secpnent is calculated with a ratio correlation procedure that 
employs a multiple regression equation. The independent variables in the 
equation are Federal Income tax returns, school enrollment, and housing units. 
She resultant migration rates are then used to adjust the natural increases 
for the State's population from birth through 65 years of age. 

Lite the Composite Method, the Administrative Records also estimate 
the population in the zero through sixty five age group range. Individual 
income tax returns are used to measure net internal migration, vhile legal 
documents and past in-migration trends are used to calculate net in-migration. 

sixty five-end-over population and the under sixty five 
population that lives in group Quarters are added to the total of the two 
methods, which are then averaged. This group quarters information is a 
sunnation of those persons living in dormitories, military barracks etc. 
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Table 5-1 
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Information on the 
medicare statistics* 

aged sixty five-and-over is derived from 

She Bureau of the Census also does State and regional projections. 
She Bureau uses a cohort conponent model to project State population.   In a 
cohort component method, the base population is organized into five year (eg 
age 0-4, age 5-9, age 10*14 etc.) groups by race and .sex.   These groups, or 
cohorts, are then aged by five year rerinfte and a mortality rate applied.   
A fertility rate for fanales then is assumed, and the new births become the 
new age cohort 0 to 4 years of age.   Finally, net migrations are calculated to 
account for people moving into or out of the area of the forecast.   State to 
state migration rates are cftlrrulfttfvl through adninistrative records such as 
tax returns.   Single year age/race/sex consonants are used for the 
projections. 

Jersey. 
3he following table displays the Bureau of Census forecast for New 

  

Table 5-2 

Source: US Bureau of the Census 
Current Population Reports, scries P-25 
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Mew Jersey Department of T^IW (DOL) 

The New Jersey Department of T*>*""- provides a variety of services 
intended to facilitate employment and to insure equitable 'and safe workplaces. 
Within the Department is the Division of Planning and Research which collects 
and evaluates various employment data, and which cvi 
the preparation of employment and population forecasts. In preparing its 
forecasts, COL coordinates directly with the federal Bureau of Census. 

* Regions 

The Mew Jersey Department of 1/ibrtr has divided New Jersey into 
county groupings called Trthnr Market Areas. These Tflbnr Areas conform to 
the Bureau of Census KS&s. She only difference is that Trtfrnr Areas only 
consist of Mew Jersey counties. 

Table 5-3 describes the New Jersey Department of Labor, Ifitrrr 
Market Areas. 

* forecast 

New Jersey Department of Labor, Division of Planning and 
Research, Office of Tflhnr Market and Demographic Research, prepares and 
publishes both population and employment projections for the State and its 
counties. The most recent population projections were published in 
November 1985. It is expected that in the near future, new (possibly 
revised) DOL population projections might be released. 

COL actually prepares two projections. 2he first, called the 
Economic Demographic, is termed the "preferred" model. This model is 
sensitive to forecasted shifts in the State's economy. 3he second model 
replicates the recent population growth and movement that has occurred in 
the State, and is called the "Historic Migration" Uncled. One following 
sections <tescrite both of these models in more detail. 

CCE& Economic 

The COL Economic Daiogrflj.iMc model is a standard cohort 
projection. Its key feature is the use of employment growth as the main 
factor in determining net migration. 2he most recent result from this 
model was »KMghod in November 1985. 

In this model 5 year age groupings, called cohorts, are "aged" in 
five year intervals for the period of the forecast (2010). Race sensitive 
fertility rates are applied to females in their child tearing years, based 
on the US Census national "middle series * projections of fertility* (It 
should be noted that the New Jersey fertility rates were lower than the 
national averages, for both whites and non-whites) . In this forecast, 
through the year 2020, the white fertility rate is 1.63 children per woman, 
while each non-white woman is assumed to produce 1.96 children. 
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Table 5-3 
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The U5 Census Bureau's * Middle Mortality Assumption" is used as a 
basis to project deaths in the population. Certain assumptions are made to 
reflect differences between the model and New Jersey. For example, it is 
assumed that by the year 2000, Mew Jersey mortality and the national 
mortality rates converge. Also, information relating to group quarters was 
added and held constant through the projection. Finally, migration for the 
age 65+ population is assumed to follow historical patterns from the period 
1970 throu^i 1984, while migration for the other cohorts is determined 
through employment assumptions concerning the supply of jobs and the demand 
for workers. Specifically, the difference between employment growth, less 
available workers, minus an assumed level of unemployment, resulted in the 
net migration. 3te net migration then was diBtrmitnrt between the 
appropriate cohorts. 

Historic Migration Projection 

Besides the Economic Demographic model, COL also publishes another 
population estimate calculated using their "Historic Migration" model. Ihis 
model is similar to the Economic Demographic model, in that it pETOjects 
population according to a cohort component technique. Base population, 
fertility, and mortality assumptions are the same for both models. 3fte main 
difference between this model and Economic Daiogi'fljThlr is in the migration 
projection. While the Economic Demographic projects migration by evaluating 
employment growth, the Historic Migration Model uses past net migration 
rates. 

projections by the Historical Migration model tend to produce 
higher figures for the less populated, less dense areas of the State, while 
the Economic Demographic can be characterized as producing higher numbers for 
the more developed counties. 3fte difference between the population 
forecasted by the Economic Dmixjittjihic model and the forecast resulting from 
the Historic Migration model amounts to over 800,000 more people (in 

the Economic Demographic projection) by the year 2010. 

Tables 5-4 and 5-5 display the projections for both of DCL's 
models* 

Council on Affordable Housing (CORK) 

The Council on Affordable Housing is a State Agency which was 
created as a result of the State Supreme Court decision requiring that each 
municipality provide moderate and low income housing units. CCAH is 
responsible for overseeing the development of statewide moderate and 
affordable housing* 

1* Ibid, p.7 
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Source: New Jersey Dept of Labor 
Population Protections for New Jersey and Counties 1990 to 3020 
November 1985 
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Table 5-4 



Source: New Jersey Dept of Labor 
Population Protections for New Jersey and Counties 199Q lo 202Q 
November 1985 
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Reg tans 

The Council on Affordable Raising has adapted the Mount laurel 
Bousing Region County Groups as defined by Rutgers University Center for 
Urban Policy Research. In the Rugters report, regional groupings were 
defined, based upon corouting patterns and on an analysis of a crnprt-er model 
designed to statistically identify counties with shared characteristics. From 
these ptogiams evolved the identifications of six preliminary regions. To 
these final groupings, adjustments were made to "grandfather" several 
contrunities. Q!his was done in sane cases where commuting patterns would 
slightly place them in another region, and in sane cases where comutlng 
patterns were close. The resulting COAH regions, displayed in exhibit 5*1, 
are very close to the MSA groupings of the Census 

2 
Bureau. 

* Forecast 

CCftH uses the New Jersey Department of T^bnr Historic Migration 
Model to calculate future housing need. Zt£ figures are taken from the 
Historic Migration model as published in the November 1985, COL publication 

•Population Projections 1990 - 2020" . 

Office of State Planning 

The Office of State Planning was created in 1986 when Governor Kean 
signed the State Planning Act. The Office of State Planning is responsible 
for developing a plan to guide the future growth in the State of New Jersey, 
and other State-wide planning activities. 

* Regions 

The Office of State Planning (OSP) has divided the State into five 
regions, each containing about the same numbers of counties. These regions 
were created for strictly administrative reasons. 

* Forecasts 

Office of State Planning does not produce its own population 
projections, nor does it have an officially designated "preferred" growth 
estimate* 

2. Robert V*   Buxchell, V.   Patrick Beaton, and David Ldstokin, Haunt 
laurel II    Challenge and Delivery of LOT COST HOUSING, Rutgers 
University Center for Urban Policy Research, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 
08903, New Brunswick, New Jersey. f£>. 32-172 and 190-193. 

3. msno call to CQRH 9/20/88 
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Exhibit 5-1 

THE MOUNT LAUREL HOUSING REGION COUNTY GROUPS 

  

Region 1 • 
Northeast 

.Bergen 
Hudson 
Passaic 

Region 2 • 
Northwest 

'Essex 
Morris 
Sussex 
Union 

Region 3 • 
West Central 

Huntardon 
Middlesex 
Somerset 
Warren 

Region 4 -
East Central 

Monmouth 
Ocean 
Region 5 -
Southwest 

Burlington 
Camden 
Gloucester 
Mercer 

Region 6 * 
South-Southwest 

Atlantic 
Cape May 
Cumberland 
Saiem 

Source: New Jersey Council on AfTordableHoustne 
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Department of Environmental Protection 

The Department of Envirormental Protection administers and 
regulates a vide variety of services, all of which pertain to the protection 
and enhancement of New Jersey's natural resources. Within the Department/ 
the Water Resources Division, among others, utilizes population projections 
to forecast water and sewer demand. This Division has had consultants 
prepare population estimates in the past. 

* Regions 

Department of Environmental Protection divided the State of New 
Jersey into regions for the 1982 Water Supply Master Flan. These regions are 
primarily delineated by major river basin watershed boundaries. Because the 
boundaries of these regions in some cases follow 
features, rather than political boundaries, such as county boundaries, they 
have not been included for further discussion in this report. 

* Forecast 

3he Department of Emdronmsntal Protection has not produced a new 
consolidated population projection for all of the 6 CEP Water Supply regions 
since the forecast for the 1982 Master Flan. The CEP currently uses the DDL 
Economic Demographic model for population and employment 

4 
projections in their feasibility studies. 

New Jersey Department of Transportation 

In its current form, the New Jersey Department of Transportation 
was created by the Transportation Act of 1966. NJDCT has the legislated 
authority to develop and maintain the State Transportation Flan and system. 

. Regions 

The State has been divided in several ways within the Department of 
Transportation. Three different regions, created for separate DOT 
functions, are included in this report. She three regions are: Systems 
Design, Metropolitan Study Areas, and System Planning. 

State System Design Regions are used by DOT engineering and 
operations for design projects. There are four regions defined in this 

4. State of New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection Division of 
Water Resources, Pie New Jersey Statewide Water Supply Master Flan, 
Trenton, New Jersey, April 1982T 
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Exhibit 5-2 

NEW JERSEY URBAN AREA 
P
L
A
N
NI
N
G 
S
T
U
D
Y 
A
G
E
N
CI
E
S 

A.
Coordinating Council 
NJTCC 

B.
Planning Commission - 
OVRPC 

C Wilmington Metropolitan 
Area Planning Coordinating 
Council (Salem County Urban 
Areo Transportation Study) • 
W1LMAPCO 

0. Atlantic City Urban Area 
Transportation Study 



Council - ACUATC 

E. Cumberland County Urban 
Area Transportation Study • 
CCUATS 

F. Philltpsburg Urban Area 
Transportation Study - 
PUATS 

Source: New Jersey Department of Transportation
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system. The Department of Transportation also has the State of New Jersey 
divided into Metropolitan Study Areas. These study areas are used by DOT'S 
planners to estimate traffic and public transit needs and to then identify 
needed transportation system inpruvements. Currently there exist 6 MPA's 
as shown in Exhibit 5-2. 

Finally, the Division of Transportation Systems Planning works 
with both of the two previously described systems, depending on the needs of 
the project, as well as a regional system which divides the State into three 
regional transportation planning and modeling areas. These regions are 
North Jersey, South Jersey, and Delaware Valley Regional Planning 
Contnission* 

Table 5-6 

Source: New Jersey Department of Transportation, and 
Hammer, Slier, George, Associates.
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* Projections 

The most recent projection for each of the counties of New Jersey, 
was published by KJDOT in "Technical Paper   ROUTE 1 CEMQSttHBC PROJECTIONS 
PCPULATICN AND EMPLOYMENT IN 2005." W*e projections were prepared by 
evaluating DOL's Economic Demographic and Historic Migration models. County 
growth estimates then were reviewed by appropriate county and local agencies.   
Ttese reviews formed the basis for adjusting the DDL projections.   The 
following table displays the "Route il" projections. 

estimates for the year 2010 were developed by a consultant to 
the Office of State Planning and are not part of the original DOT projection. 
She OSP consultant prepared the 2010 estimate by trending the actual COT 
estimates for 1990 and 2000. 

Currently, it is the DOT position that the "Route 1" forecast 
should not be used by the State Planning Commission in the Development and 
Redevelopment Plan because better population and employment projections are 

5 
available, such as the COL Economic and DaiogLajfoin model. 

Wharton Econcmetric Forecasting Association (HEFA) 

The WEFA Group is a private firm based in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 
that produces State and Metropolitan Area Economic Forecasts. 

* Regions 

Population projections are available for states and for Census MSAs, 
but not for counties. WEFA does not produce any regions of its own. 

* Forecast 

WEFA uses a cohort component technique for the "aging" of the 
population, and links migration to economic factors. In this way the birth, 
death and net migration components of the cohort survival model are accounted 
for. The birth ccnponent of the model cores from the Census "Middle Series" 
Projection. Information relating to age - sex mortality was supplied by the 
National Center For Health Statistics. 

One WEFA Forecast was constructed by revising Census estimates. Net 
migration then was forecasted as a result of economic forces, according to the 
belief that net migration/lagged population is a function of change in 
relative ertployment or relative unenplcyment rates, relative zeal per 

5. memo discussion with COT 
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capita income, relative housing costs, and housing market activity. WEFA 
limits the horizon of its forecasts, so that only the 1995 forecast is 
displayed in the following table. 

Table 5-7 

 
Source: The WEFA Group - Regional Economics Service 

Third Quarter 1987 

Weeds and Poole Econcmetrics 

Woods and Foole Economics Inc. is a Washington D.C. consulting firm 
specializing in economic and demographic forecasting models.   Die firm 
claims to maintain a data base with over 300 economic and demographic 
variables for every county in the Nation covering the years 1960 through 
2010.   This information is used for county level modeling and projections. 

6. 3he WEFA Group, Structure and Methodology State and Metropolitan Area 
Forecasts, Balacynwyd, Pa., 1987. 
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Table 5-8 

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 
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* forecasts 

Employment and earnings are projected and beccre the principal 
variables to establish households and population. The projected population is 
further refined by age, sex, and race on the basis of net migration rates 
projected from employment opportunities. She economic areas are then linked 
together to capture regional flows to measure how changes in one area affect 
growth or decline in another region. 3o aviod unusually high or low regional 
projections, the forecasts then are adjusted to total a national forecast, 
which woods and Poole has pro-determined to be accurate. 

Sub-State Population Estimates 

Middlesex, Somerset, Mercer Regional Council Inc. 

The Middlesex Somerset Mercer Regional Council Inc. (MSM) 
produces and examines various planning topics that are relevant to the 
growth of Middlesex, Somerset, and Mercer counties. 

* Forecasts 

THE MSM Regional Council in its publication. Regional Forum An 
Action Agenda For Managing Regional Growth, selected the NJDOT projections for 
the year 2005' MSM, however, does not have an official projection. 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Connission 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Conmission (DURPC) is an 
inter-State agency that plans for the growth and development of the area known 
as the Delaware Valley, which includes the Pennsylvania counties of Chester, 
Montgomery, Bucks, Delaware, and the New Jersey counties of Mercer, 
Burlington, Camden, and Gloucester. DVRPC conducts various planning services 
for member government agencies including: the development of a long range 
plan, the provision of data services, and the provision of other types of 
technical assistance to the puhl tc and private 

7 
sector. 

7. Year 2010 Planning Process Proposed Work Proposal, DVRPC June 1987. 
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* Forecast 

DVRPC in 1987 produced a 2010 forecast for each of the counties in 
its region based upon a cohort survival model. In preparing the forecast, 
county specific fertility and mortality rates were used. In the DVRPC model, 
two migration ccnponents were used for the population forecast* These were 
the strength of the region's economy and the momentum of current migration 
patterns With this in mind, it is important to- note that DVRPC assumed that 
the growth rates of all counties in its region would reduce by half each 
decade (except for Philadelphia and Burlington after the year 2000). 
Further, DVRPC used the net migration rate fmn 1980 through 1986 as a 
constant in its forecast. 

Table 5-9 displays the DVRPC population forecasts. 

Table 5-9 

 
Source: Resolution uf the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 

Adopting Year 2010 Pgpulaiisn and Employment Forecasts for the 
Nine-Countv. Bi-State. Delaware Valley Region 
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The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) 

She Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is another inter-
State planning agency. In addition to providing planning, the Port Authority 
owns and operates marine ft^H-n*** in both states and operates conmter 
rail, bus, and airport 

The Port Authority forecasts population and employment changes for 
the New York - New Jersey Metropolitan Region. The Port Authority Region 
consists of the five counties including New York City, the four suburban 
counties of Rockland, Westchester, Nassau, and Suffolk in New York State, and 
the following eicfrt counties of Northeastern New Jersey* Bergen, Essex, 
Hudson, Middlesex, Morris, Passaic, Somerset, and Union. 

* Forecast 

She forecast by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey uses a 
cohort survival model, in which regional assumptions for birth, death, and 
migration are macte for each five-year-age-race cohort. Fertility rates are 
calculated regionally using a technique developed by the Census Bureau that 
projects birth by race and sex. Death rates are derived from survival rates 
for the state of New Jersey and applied to the region as a whole. 

In calculating migration rates, the Port Authority examines the 
existing migration, the projected labor force and estimates of future 
housing stock. The PANYKJ forecast for 1990 and 1995 also assumed that 
whites would continue to outmigrate and non-whites would continue to in-
migrate. 

Table 5-10 

 

  

Source: He Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 
A Forecast of Employment Labor Force and Population 
In the New York-New Jersey Region to 1995 April, 1986 
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New York Hetropolitan Transportation Council (NYKTC) 

New York Hetropolitan Transportation Council (MTC) performs 
transportation related projects for New York City and the 5 adjacent 
counties of Nassau, Putnam, Rockland, Suffolk, and Westchester. Besides 
the NBGC area, population and employment projections are -generated for 
Dutchess and Orange County In New York, six planning regions in 
Connecticut, and the NEW Jersey Counties of Passaic, Bergen, Harris, Essex, 
Hudson, Union, Somerset, Middlesex, and Itonmouth. MIC believes that 
projections for New Jersey and Connecticut are noodcd because both States 
are part of the cohesive metropolitan region. 

* Forecast 

The MIC region's future population vas projected through the use 
of the Age Cohort Population Projection Model. A projection for New York 
City and a projection for the rest of the region were produced with data 
relating to birth, death, and migration. Data regarding trends of the 1980 
's were applied to the age-sex characterists of the 1970-80 migration 
pattern, to account for net migration. After making the regional 
projection, the State data was used as a control mechanism for 

8 
disaggregating the population to counties. 

The population projections for the New Jersey counties were based 
on data from the New Jersey Department of Tflhnr 1985 publication Population 
Projections For New Jersey' and Counties; 1990 to 2020. Exceptions were 
that the ftidson County 1990 projection came only from the DCL Economic 
Demographic estimate, and the substitution of the Port Authority of New 
York and New Jersey projection for Essex County. This population 
projection data, summed with data from the New York State Department of 
Commerce and Connecticut Office of Policy and Management, was compared with 
the MIC regional projection and used as a control to estimate county 
population projections. 

Table 5-11 displays the MIC forecasts for the New Jersey porting 
of their region. 

8. New York Hetropolitan Transportation Council, Demographic Projections: 
1980-2015. New York, March 1987., K». 1*40 
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Table 5-11 

Source: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council 
Demographic Projections 1980 • 2015 March, 1987 
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CHAPTERVI  

Analysis of the Future 1995 to 2010 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is throe-fold. First, -this chapter examines 
how the forecasts presented in the proceeding chapter agree and/or disagree 
with respect to population changes in New Jersey. It should be evident from 
the previous chapter that technical differences in forecasting methods, and 
the differing demographic assumptions which might be Incorporated into each 
model, have resulted in projection differences. Xt therefore might be more 
important to understand growth trends rather than paying strict attention to 
numerical differences. 

Secondly, the chapter tries to identify, from the forecasts, the 
consensus directions of regional population changes. Finally, it examines the 
characteristics of the future population, as forecasted in the DOL Economic 
and Demographic model. 

The Direction of Future Growth 

Table 6-1 presents the statewide population estimates described in, the 
preceding chapter of this report. 

 
Compared to the 1985 estimated statewide population of 7,562,482 

persons, all of the forecasts estimate that the State will continue to grow. 
The lowest growth forecast, the DCL Historic Migration model, estimates a 
population increase of 561,518 (or 7.4%) in the 25 years following the 1985 
estimated State population. The most vigorous estimate, by Woods & Poole, 
forecasts an increase of 2,147,188 persons, for a 25 year growth rate of 28%. 
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While the forecasts differ in the overall rate and magnitude of growth/ 
they all foresee a slowing of growth through the forecast period. Table 6-2 
displays only the population changes for specified periods of time and the 
corresponding rate of growth for that tine period. In the 1995 column, the 
population change was derived by subtracting the estimated 1985 base 
population from the forecasted 1995 population. For all of the other years, 
the new forecast was subtracted from the proceeding 5 year benchmark estimate 
(e.g. year 2005 increase * year 2005 estimate - year 2000 estimate). The 
percentages of increase are cased on the corresponding interval, except in 
the year 2010, where 5 year and 10 year rates of Increase are shown. 

 
As displayed in Table 6-2, during the next 25 years the most most 

consistent growth rates are shown in the Census forecast, which projects that 
the decennial (1985 to 1995) rate of 9.1% will slow to a rate of 8.8% between 
the years 2000 and 2010. The biggest decrease in the rate of population growth 
can be found in the Woods & Poole forecast. This forecast estimates that the 
13% rate of growth expected during the period 1985 to 1995 will not be 
maintained. By the cferadp 2000 to 2010, Woods and Poole estimate that the 
State's rate of growth will have decreased to 8.1%* The most dramatic growth 
rate declines, however, are displayed in the DOL .forecasts. While the 
Econonic-Denographic model modestly slows from 7.8% to 5.3%, the Historic 
Migration model drops from 4.5% in 1985 - 1995 to an estimated rate of increase 
of only .9% during the period 2000 to 2010. 
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As a point of comparison, both Woods & Poole and the Census also 
produce national population forecasts. 2he Census forecasts national growth 
rates of 7% (1985-1995) and 8.6% (2000 to 2010). Woods & Role's forecast 
for the same periods are 12.6% and 7*7%. 

It is clear that none of the statewide forecasts support a continuation 
of New Jersey's historic double digit growth rates. Shis suggests that im-
migration will not be as robust as it had been during most of the State's 
history, when decennial growth rates of 20% to 30% were common (except for 
the years of the Great Depression and the most recent census years of 1970-
1980). 

To better undsrstand the models' assumptions concerning migration, the 
following table compares the forecasts to a very special and hypothetical 
population forecast model called the Zero Migration model. The Zero 
Migration model is published by the Department of Labor for comparison 
purposes. Shis model is not a forecast or projection of what will happen in 

 
Sources ;Population Projections for New 
Jersey and Counties 1990 to 2010; K3DQU 
November 1985? US Census; 1987"State 
Profiles, KJ/NY, Woods & Poole Economics 
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the future, but Is used for comparison purposes. It assumes that no one 
leaves their New Jersey hone to move either out of State or to another 
location in the State. It further assumes that no one migrates into the 
State. Shis modal, like the DOL Economic Demographic Model, is a cohort 
component model with age-sex-race specific fertility rates. In this model, 
net migration is set to zero. 

In table 6-3 any difference between the population estimated by the 
Zero Migrating model and the other forecasts has been assumed to be the 
result of in-migration. Population differences also might be due to 
different assumptions concerning fertility, and to different assumptions 
concerning the cohort composition of the State. 

If the trends and assunptions incorporated into the Zero Migration 
model are correct, then little natural increase in the population is 
expected during the forecast period. This is shown by the fact that the 
total population forecasted by the Zero Migration model changes very little 
from 1995 to 2010. Such stagnation suggests that fertility and mortality 
are balanced. However, given the historic decline in fertility, it is 
likely that the decline in children is being offset by increased life 
expectancy for the elderly. 

Secondly, all of the models show in-migration continuing. 3he least 
in-migration is found in the Historic Migration model, while the largest 
number of in-migrators are projected in the Woods and Poole forecast. The 
category "Diff prior period", shows the increment of in-migration 
anticipated for the years 2000, 2005 and 2010. For all of the models it can 
be seen that the mutter of new migrants tends to be relatively constant. For 
example, the Woods and Poole model shows in migration of between 399,080 and 
335,150 per five year period. Only the Historic Migration model displays 
declining amounts of in-migration. 

last observation that can be made from this analysis is to note the 
hypothetical nature of the projections and the delicate nature of projected 
growth in the State. For a variety of reasons, the State's population is 
only sustaining itself. If larger families become popular, then a natural 
increase will be real. However, if current conditions continue, then the 
State's population can sustain itself only if in-migration continues at a 
rate higher than that exhibited during the 1970's. The presumption that the 
growth of jobs in the State will produce growth in State population Dooms 
less likely as the growing suburbs of the State approach Pennsylvania, and 
the costs of living and housing in the State remain high. One State's 
Interstate highway system can also serve re-located New Jerseyans, still 
working in the State but living outside the State. 
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Demographic Characteristics of the Future Population 

This section describes the characteristics of the future population 
foreseen In the DQL Economic DdutxjLftjihlc model. This model was chosen for 
this analysis for the following reasons: the richness of*the data In relation 
to age, race, and sex; the precise methodology; and, the fact that the 
Economic Demographic projection is used as the basis for several other 
forecasts. 

Age 

The age cohorts projected by the Economic Demographics model for the 
years 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010 are presented in Table 6-4. 
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In summary table 6-5 (which was prepared using data from Table 6-4), 
selected age grouping have been identified, and the percent of the total 
population represented by these selected groups also is -presented. 

 
Several observations can be made from the data In tables 6-4 and 6-5. 

First, the number of children aged less than ten dPcHnes throughout the 
forecast period. Oftis Is due, in part, to the continued low fertility rates 
established in the 1960's, as well as the fact that the number of women in 
their child baring years also has declined. 

Despite the constant decline in the number of young children, the 
State's school aged population remains fairly constant through the year 2010. 
Ifte school age population is represented by the age grouping 5 to 19 in Table 
6-5. Ihis probably is the result of in-ffiigration of households with school 
aged children. 

The number of elderly persons is increasing both in numbers and as a 
percent of the total State population (see Charts 6-1 and 6-2). Because the 
DQL forecasts were based on estimates of population for each of the State's 
counties, (Hftese tables are presented in Appendix A of this report), the 
estimated locations of these senior citizens has been established. In 2010 
Ocean County will contain the largest population of senior residents of any 
county in the State, ttie next largest population of seniors will be in 
Bergen, Monmouth and Middlesex counties. Also, Middlesex and Monmouth will have 
doubled their senior populations, while Essex and Hudson will have a decreased 
senior population. The counties with the least nunters of seniors will be 
Sussex, Honterdan, Warren, and Salem counties. 

With the exception of Atlantic and Hudson Counties, the percentage of the 
senior population to the total population (2010) will either remain the same or 
increase. Counties with the highest ratio of senior citizens to total pop ilnt 
inn in 2010 will be Ocean, Cape May, Burlington, Cumberland, Salem, and Warren. 
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source: US Census 1980 

NJ DOL 'Population Projections for NJ and Counties: 1990-2020" 
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Table 6-5 nlso shows that the portion of the population likely to be 
most active in the labor force (persons aged 20 to 64), increases throughout 
the time period. This population increase demonstrates. that many persons in 
this age group are expected to in-migrate to hones in Mew Jersey. 

Counties with the lowest civilian labor force percent increases are 
Fassaic, Bergen, Hudson, and Essex. The range of the percent increase in 
these counties is 4.11 - 15.26 percent, while the increases for the counties 
named as having large increases range from 52.77 to 61.41 percent. 

Race 

Mew Jersey's population will beccme even more diversified in the future 
as growth of non-white has been projected to increase at a faster rate than 
whites. Shis will mean increased minority participation as a percent of the 
labor force and in all aspects of New Jersey affairs. In the detailed 
reporting of the model's results, data identifying race is report ffd only to 
the year 2000. The tables recording this information are included in this 
report as Appendix B. 

3he Economic Demographic model projection for 2000 shows a white 
population of 6,474,600 and a non-white population of 1,975,600. 3his 
translates to a 76.6 percent white population and a 23.4 percent non-white 
population in the year 2000.  She county based population estimates 
produced by the model show that the minority population is expected to 
continue to be concentrated. Both Hudson and Union axe forecasted to have 
doubled their non-white population compared to the minority population 
reported in the 1980 Census.  Somerset, Middlesex, and Bergen County are 
expected to increase their non-white population by a factor of three, again 
compared to their 1980 populations* Essex County will be the only county in 
Mew Jersey that has a majority non-white population in 2000. Essex is 
projected to have 438,800 non-whites and 356,800 whites. Ofte counties with 
the lowest percentage of non-whites will continue to be Sussex, Hunterdon, 
Warren, Ocean, and Cape Kay. 

Sex 

One DOL forecast estimates that females will still be the majority sex, 
but by smaller numbers than in 1980. In 1980 females total led 3,831,811 and 
men totalled 3,533,012, a difference of 298,709. In 2010, the difference is 
expected to be smaller, with men totaling 4,308,200 and woman 4,587,300. 

By the year 2010 men will be the majority in all cohorts under age 35 
and in the 40-44 age cohort, while females will be the majority in the 35-
39, 55-59, 60-64, and 65+ cohorts. The trend indicates that Mew Jersey will 
have a future population that will have more males than females in the 
youngest cohorts and more females than males in the cohort agad 65+. 

projection for 2010 shows that almost all of the counties have a 
slightly higher female population. She only exceptions to this trend are 
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Hunterdon and Morris Counties, which are projected to have slightly more 
men than %*cnen. . . 

Migration Assumption in the Forecast and an Estimate of -the Location of 
Growth 

The demographic projections by the Department of Tflhor are based on an 
assumption of migration patterns. 3he effect of the migration patterns on 
county population becomes visible when the Economic Demographic Model is 
compared with the Department of Trfw Zero Migration model, described 
earlier in this chapter. In this analysis, the population forecast by the 
Zero Migration model is subtracted from the Economic Demographic population 
estimate. Those counties that show positive differences have aeen assumed 
to be growing because of people moving in from other counties 
in the State or from regions outside of New Jersey. Counties that show 
negative differences are expected to have outmigration to other counties or 
to regions outside of the State. The following table displays this 
analysis. 

Table 6-6 
COMPARISON OF ZERO MIGRATION MODEL FORECASTS AND 

TOE ECONOMIC DEMOGRAPHIC FORECAST KR OHE Y£ftR 2010 

__   Ttotal Population 
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Table 6-6 shows that the counties in the Northeastern part of the State 
are expected to be effected by out-migration. Essex, Hudson and Passaic 
counties all exhibit less growth in the Economic and Danogivijhic model than 
would be the result of the natural increase of their existing populations 
(the Zero Migration estimate). It also is evident that growth in parts of 
Southern New Jersey is not expected to be much beyond that which would 
otherwise occur. The Economic Demographic forecast for Cumberland county 
displays the effect of out-migration. Three thousand and five hundred fewer 
persons are forecasted in the Economic Demographic projection than are 
anticipated in the Zero Migration model. Salem county only shows a net 
difference of 200 more persons in the Economic Demographic forecast. 

Hap 6-1 displays possible locations of areas of growth in excess of 
1000 persons per square mile, for the years 1985 and 2010. She 1985 mapping 
was based on the municipal estimates prepared by DDL and published in 
Population Projections for New Jersey and Counties; 1990 to 2020, Vol. I, 
published by the New Jersey Department of Labor in November 1985. She map 
depicting municipalities with 2010 densities of 1000 or more persons was 
based on estimates produced by the Population Distribution model, prepared 
by the Office of State Planning and presented to the State Planning 
Commission in March 1988. 
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Exhibit 6-1 

1985 Population Density 2010 Population Density 

  

  

  

Source: New Jersey Office 
of State Plan nine 
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APPENDIX A 

Projected Population of New Jersey and Counties 

by Age Group, 1990 through 2010 

DOL Economic Demographic Model 

source: 

State of New Jersey Department of labor, Division of Planning and 
Research, Office of Demographic and Economic Research, Population 
projections for New Jersey and Counties; 1990 to 2020, Volume 1, 
Trenton: November 1985, pages 23 to 27. 
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Table 7 (continued). 
Projected Population of New Jersey and Counties by 

Age Group, 1990 through 2020. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Mode) (Preferred). 

 

  

Notes: 1) All projections are rounded to the nearest hundred 
therefore may not add due to rounding. 

persons. Numbers 
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Table 7 (continued). 
Projected Population of New Jersey and Counties by 

Age Group, 1990 through 2020. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred). 

 

  

Notes:  1)  All projections    are rounded to    the nearest hundred 
therefore may not add due to rounding. 

persons.    Numbers 
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Table 7 (continued). 
Projected Population of New Jersey and Connties by 

Age Group, 1990 through 2020. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred). 

 

  

Notes: t) All projections are rounded to the nearest hundred 
therefore nay not add due to rounding. 

persons. Numbers 
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Table 7 (continued). 
Projected Population of New Jersey and Counties 

by Age Group, 1990 through 2020. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred). 

Notes:  1)  All projections   arc rounded to   the nearest hundred 
therefore may not add due to rounding. 

persons.    Numbers 
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Table 7 (continued). 
Projected Population of New Jersey and Counties 

by Age Group, 1990 through 2020. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred).   

MEW JERSEY 

Atlantic County 
Bergen County 
Burlington County 

Camden County 
Cap* May County 
Cumberland County 

Essex County 
Gloucester County 
Hudson County 

Hunterdon County 
Mercer County 
Middlesex County 

Monmouth County 
Morns County 
Ocean County 

s County 
Salem County 
Somerset County 

Sussex County 
Union County 
Warren County 

Notes: 1) All projections are rounded to the nearest hundred 
therefore nay not add due to rounding. 

persons. Numbers 



APPENDIX B 

Projections of Population by Age, Race and Sex 

from 1990 to 2000 DX Economic 

Demographic Model 

source: 

State of New Jersey Department of labor, Division of Planning and 
Research, Office of Demographic and Economic Research, ppmlatjon 
projections for Nevr Jersey and Counties: 1990 to 2020, Volume I,"* 
Trenton: November 1985, pages 13 to 16 



Table 5. 

 

  

Notes: 1} All projection* are rounded to the nearest hundred persons 
therefore nay not add due to rounding. 

Numbers 

2) Census figures do not include an upward revision of IBS persons in 
Essex County. The corrected totals were BSMOfc for Essex County and 
7.365.011 for New Jersey. As the revision wes not distributed by age, sex 



Table 5 (continued). 

Projections of Population by Age, Race, and Sex from 1990 through 2000, 
by Age and Sex from 2005 through 2020. 

New Jersey. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred). 

 
Motes:  1)  All projections    are rounded to   the nearest hundred    persons.    Numbers 

therefore nay not add due to rounding. 
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Table 5 (continued). 

Projections of Population by Age, Race, and Sex from 1990 through 2000, 
by Age and Sex from 2005 through 2020. 

New Jersey. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model {Preferred). 

 
Notes: 1)  AM projections   are rounded to   the nearest hundred   persons.    Numbers 

therefore may not add due to rounding. 
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Table 5 (continued). 

Projections of Population by Ace, Race, and Sex from 1990 through 2000, 
by Age and Sex from 2005 through 2020. 

New Jersey. 

ODEA Economic-Demographic Model (Preferred). 

 

  

Notes: 1) All projections   are rounded to   the nearest hundred   persons, 
therefore may not add due to rounding. 

Numbers 
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T3S Department of CUTTW, Bureau yf fl^TTKftf? flnfllYffe USSJLSEEBS 

The Bureau of Bnnrvgirff- Analysis, part of the United States Department 
of CViiHiifc'ioe, Is responsible for producing projections of "-economic activity 
and population to be used by the Department and other Federal and State 
agencies.   The current projections are for the years 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 
2015 and 2035.   These economic and population forecasts are referred to as 
the "CHESS" projections bprnusp the forecasts were first prepared fcy the pf 
f ice of Business Economics and the Economic £esearch Service of the 
Department of Agriculture* 

* Regions 

The Bureau of Economic Analysis prepares a national population 
projection as well as projections for states and Census Metropolitan Areas. 
In addition, BEA has divided the United States into 183 Economic Areas for 
analysis. 

* Forecasts 

The current OBERS forecast was prepared in 1985.   This projection was 
based on the 1984 National Projections of the Bureau of the Census.   BEA 
reviewed the asstmptions that made up the Bureau of Census forecast and 
constructed the OEERS forecast by selecting the mid-range alternatives for 
the following factors: 

1. Future in-migration with respect to age, race, and sex; 
2. Age, Race, and Sex specific mortality rates; and 
3. Age and Race specific fertility rates. 
Specifically, the OBERS model makes the following assumptions. First, 

the model aBraimes that the completed fertility rate would grow to 1,960 
births per 1000 women by the year 2005, and then decline to 1,900 births by 
the year 2050.   Life expectancy is expected to increase from 74.3 years in 
1982 to 79.6 years in 2050.   Finally, net iiwnigration has been assumed at 
450,000 per year, 

The following table displays the EEA population projections for the 
nation and the states of Mew York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 



 
Year 2010 interpolated from BEA 2005 and BEA 2015 population projection 

Source: Bureau Of Economic Analysis 
1985 OBERS BEA Regional Projections 

* Cccparison of Alternative Forecasts 

The following table presents the BEA population projection for New Jersey 
as well as the other state-wide forecasts reported elsewhere in this report. 

It should be noted that the EEA forecast for the year 2010 was 
generated by OSP by interpolating the BEA forecasts for 2005 and 2015. 

 

Source: OSP, US Dept of Commerce, BEA 1985 

In general it can be seen that the BEA forecast tends to agree with the 
Census Bureau forecast from which it was derived. All of the forecasts 
foresee modest growth in New Jersey's population through the year 2010. 



for the year 2010, BEA forecasts a total state population second only to 
the floods and Poole projection. Compared to the Census forecast, the BEA 
projection rail 8 for 180,000 more State residents. 2he BEA growth rate of 
10.4 percent over this projected fifteen year period (1995 to 2010) is 
slightly higher than that predicted by the DQL Economic DaBogL'flphin model (9.1 
percent), and much lower than the Woods and Foole projected 15 year growth 
rate of 13.6%. 

All of the forecasts foresee a slowing of the growth rate as the year 
2010 approaches. As displayed in the following table, the most stable growth 
rate is produced from the BEA population projection. The decennial rate of 
9.4 percent between 1985 and 1995 slows to a rate of 6.7 percent between the 
years 2000 and 2010. 2te BEA population projection produces the highest growth 
rate (3.5 percent) between the years 2005 and 2010. 

 



following table compares the growth predicted in the BEA forecast to 
that projected by the hypothetical Zero Migration model prepared by KJDQL.   
3he category "Biff 0 Mig11 displays the numerical difference between the forecast 
and the population produced by the Zero Migration model.   The category "Diff 
prior period" displays the amount of growth during the five year interval, 
projected by the Zero Migration model.   This analysis is done to identify 
growth due to natural increase and growth due to in-migration of new residents.   
For example, between 1995 and 2000, the Census Bureau forecasts a population 
increase of 294,000 persons (8,546,000 - 8252,000). The year 2000 Census 
Bureau estimate is 657,300 persons higher than is the Zero Migration population 
forecast for the same year.   In addition, since the five year Census growth 
estimate is higher than the 209,000 increase resulting from the Zero Migration 
model, one micfrt assume that the Census 7Tr*fol projects substantial in-
migraticn prior to 1995 and that in-migraticn is continuing in the year 2000. 

Compared with the other models, the BEA projection is consistent in 
projecting net in-migration to New Jersey. The BEA projection is second 
only to Woods and Prole in the amount of in-migration projected. 

 




